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1 IntrodutionManagement of a set of strings is a part of a large number of omputerappliations. Examples of suh appliations are e.g. the reation of textindies, management of text olletions and data ompression. With thegrowing number of eletroni texts the importane of that problem obviouslyinreases.Data strutures for searhing in a dynami or stati set of strings wereonsidered in a number of papers and a number of eÆient approahes havebeen developed.Tries [B59℄,[F60℄ provide a fast but spae-intensive solution. Several pa-pers (for instane, [M68℄ ) desribe approahes for the ompation of searhtries, but the spae requirements for dynami tries still remain very high.Ternary searh trees (TST) [BS79℄,[V84℄,[BS96℄ give us another eÆientsolution to the string searhing problem. A similar approah is also desribedin [M79℄. In a TST every node n orresponds to some string pre�x s andontains a harater  and three pointers. Three desendants of n orre-spond to strings that are lexiographially less then, equal to or greater thans. Ternary searh trees require additional spae proportional to the totalnumber of haraters in all strings in the worst ase.In [BS79℄,[V84℄,[BS96℄ the problem of searhing in a set of strings of �xedlength d is onsidered. Bentley and Saxe show in [BS79℄ that the searh ina perfetly balaned ternary searh tree requires O(log n+ d) salar ompar-isons. While searh algorithm in a TST is extremely simple, rebalaning ofa TST is a more ompliated task. Vaishnavi [V84℄ presents an algorithmfor multidimensional height-balaned trees. This algorithm an be applied tomanaging a set of strings of �xed length d. However for the set of strings of ar-bitrary length the worst ase searh or update time would be O(log n+dmax),where dmax is the maximum string length.The data struture desribed by Mehlhorn [M79℄ allows searhing in timeO(log n+ jpj) for a string p but only at a ost of a non-linear storage in thetotal number of haraters.A related problem of searhing in an array of strings for a string of lengthd is onsidered in [H80℄ and [AHHP00℄. In [AHHP00℄ the authors prove anupper bound of O(( d log lognlog log(4+(d log logn= logn)) + log n+ d) and the optimality ofthis bound.In this paper we desribe an eÆient method for searhing strings thatombines the advantages of both previously desribed approahes. Our datastruture, further alled a differential tree, ahieves for the �rst time theoptimal bound of O(log n + jpj), for a string p and simultaneously requiresonly additional linear spae in the number of strings. Our data struture is2



able to manage strings of arbitrary length.Our di�erential trees an be ombined with di�erent types of height-balaned trees, and use the advantages for di�erent situations. Our approahis similar to searh in suÆx arrays of Manber and Myers [MM93℄, but ourdata struture manages a dynami set of strings. Low onstants in the upperbound make this data struture partiularly attrative for di�erent applia-tions. The simpliity of the data struture allows for an easy and eÆientimplementation. Experiments presented in the last setion demonstrate pra-tial advantages of the presented data struture in di�erent settings.2 Algorithm DesriptionOur data struture is a binary tree, in whih every node ontains a pointerto a string. In every node N a ertain additional information about thepreeding string and the strings in the subtree rooted in N is stored. Usingthis information we an determine for an arbitrary node N and an arbitrarynumber k , whether the longest ommon pre�x of the string at the node Nand the string at the left(right) hild of N exeeds k. Below we show, howwe an use that information to ahieve the laimed time and spae boundsand how we an store the information in suh a way, that the data struturean be quikly updated.In this paper the following notation will be used. We denote by l[i::j℄ thesubstring of string l onsisting of the haraters l[i℄; : : : ; l[j℄. We denote bythe least signi�ant di�erene of two strings l and r (lsd(l; r)) the smallestindex k, suh that l[k℄ 6= r[k℄. We say that l <k r(l >k r), if l < r(l > r) andlsd(l; r) = k. If string l is a proper pre�x of a substring r, than l <jlj+1 r.Notation l =k r means that l[1::k℄ = r[1::k℄.For the easiness of desription we do not distinguish between a node Nand the string whih the node N points at. For every tree node N set(N)denotes the set of all strings, pointed at by N and its desendants. Thedifferene index of node N (diffind(N)) is the least signi�ant di�er-ene of N and its predeessor in the data struture. If N is the leftmost nodethe di�erene index of N equals to +1. A minimal differene index ofnode N (mdi) is the minimal value of di�erene indies of elements fromset(N). mdi(N) = minfmdi(N 0)jN 0 2 set(N)g. For every node N we storeits minimal di�erene index and its di�erene index. Thus only two addi-tional values must be stored for every tree node.Below we desribe a searh algorithm for a string p. First we sketh thegeneral idea and then give a detailed desription.We all the trees di�erential, beause of the general underlying priniple3



of storing information on the di�erenes between neighboring strings. Weompare the string at the urrent node s with the searhed string p and �ndk = lsd(p; s). If p = s the searh is ompleted. Otherwise, we assign T to theleft(right) subtree of s if s[k℄ < p[k℄(s[k℄ > p[k℄). Then we look for the node tin T suh that s[1::k�1℄ = t[1::k�1℄. We an �nd suh a node by examiningthe values of mdi and diffind �elds of nodes in T . Next k0 = lsd(t; p) isfound. However, sine we know that p[1::k � 1℄ = s[1::k � 1℄ = t[1::k � 1℄we only have to ompare the substrings t[k::jtj℄and p[k::jpj℄. We repeat thisproedure until p is found or there is no more strings to searh (a tree leaf isreahed).The pseudoode desription of the searh algorithm is shown onFigure 1. s := rootk := 1repeat step 1.step 1:1 while (s[k℄ = p[k℄)2 k := k + 13 if (k � 1 = jpj AND jsj = jpj)4 return s5 if (s[k℄ < p[k℄)6 s0 := rhild(s)7 while (diffind(s0) < k ORmdi(lhild(s0)) < k )8 s0 := lhild(s0)9 s := s010 else11 if (diffind(s) < k )12 return not found13 s0 := lhild(s)14 while (mdi(rhild(s0)) < k )15 s0 := rhild(s0)16 s := s017 if (s = NIL)18 return not foundFigure 1: Searh algorithm4



The variable k an be viewed as a measure of our knowledge about thestrings in the data struture. At every algorithm step we know that our datastruture ontains a string t0 suh that (k � 1)-pre�x of t0 is equal to the(k � 1)-pre�x of p. Besides that, during the exeution of our algorithm onlyvalues of s[k℄; : : : ; s[jsj℄ of strings s will be examined. Thus the key propertyof our method, is that after a string s0 with s0[1::r℄ = p[1::r℄ the r-pre�xesof the following strings do not have to be examined. The value of k is neverdereased. A variable s is used to traverse the tree. At the beginning k isinitialized to 1 and s to the root of the tree.The searh proedure starts by omparing s with p. If s = p the searhis omplete. Otherwise the smallest k suh that s[k℄ 6= p[k℄ is found.Thisis ahieved by simply inrementing k as long as s[k℄ = p[k℄. Suppose thats[k℄ < p[k℄. Then the searh ontinues in the right subtree of s. The nextstring s0 we will examine is the right hild of s. First, we hek if the �rstk�1 haraters of s0 are equal to the �rst k�1 haraters of p. Suppose oneof the di�erene indies of desendants of lhild(s0), of lhild(s0) or of s0 issmaller than k, Then there exists n � k � 1, suh that the value of the n-thharater has inreased. Therefore s0[n℄ > s[n℄ = p[n℄ and the searh mustontinue in the left hild of s0. The searh proedure hooses left node of s0 asthe next searh node as long as the ondition ``differene index of s0 orminimal differene index of the left hild of s0 is greater thank � 1'' is true, i.e. until the node s0 with s0[1::k � 1℄ = p[1::k � 1℄ is found.Then s is assigned to s0 and the searh ontinues in s, but from this timeonly haraters s[k℄; s[k + 1℄; : : : are onsidered. The almost symmetri ases[k℄ > p[k℄ is desribed in lines 10-16 of the pseudoode.Obviously,the algorithm works in O(H + jpj) time, where H is the heightof the tree, sine after eah omparison we either inrease the value of k ordesend one level down the tree. It an be seen from the algorithm desriptionthat the total number of omparisons does not exeed 4H + jpj.An example, illustrating the work of the searh proedure is shown onFig. 2. The values of di�erene indies and minimal di�erene indies are asfollows:diffind(J) = +1; diffind(H) = 4; diffind(I) = 5;diffind(A) = 4; diffind(F ) = 4; diffind(E) = 5;diffind(G) = 5; diffind(D) = 4; diffind(C) = 2;diffind(C 0) = 5; diffind(B) = 3 andmdi(A) = 2; mdi(B) = 2; mdi(C) = 2; mdi(C 0) = 5;mdi(D) = 4; mdi(E) = 4; mdi(F ) = 4; mdi(G) = 5mdi(H) = 4; mdi(J) = +1; mdi(I) = 5For onveniene we assume that every string s ends with a speial end-of-stringharater suh that end-of-string < x for any other harater x. The5
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J = aaaH = aaaabI = aaaadA = aaabdbF = aaabE = aaa G = aaadD = aaadbC = abaaC'= abadB = abbFigure 2: Example of the data struturesearh proedure for a string p = aaab starts at s = A. Variable k will beinremented 3 times, sine lsd(A; p) = 4. Then we visit nodes B and C, butwe do not examine any haraters in strings B and C beause mdi(C) = 2and diffind(C) = 2. Next we ompare D[4℄ with p[4℄ and hoose the lefthild of D (beause D[4℄ > p[4℄ ). Then, we inrement k sine E[4℄ = p[4℄and hoose left hild of E sine E[5℄ > p[5℄. Finally, we output F, beauseF [5℄ = p[5℄ and F [6℄ = p[6℄ = end-of-string. Thus the total number ofomparisons is equal to 10.Now suppose we are looking for the string p0 = aaa. We examine the �rstthree haraters of node A and set k to 4 as in the previous example. Wevisit node H and then the left hild of H, beause A[4℄ > end-of-stringand H[4℄ > end-of-string. Sine J [4℄ = end-of-string= p[4℄, we outputJ . 6



Our searh proedure an be easily modi�ed to �nd the predeessor orthe suessor of a string p. For instane, to �nd a predeessor of p we main-tain variable and that points to a urrent andidate for a predeessor of p.Every time when a right node of the urrent node s beomes the next searhandidate (lines 6 and 13 of the pseudoode on Fig. 2) and is assigned to s.In order to ahieve the upper bound of O(log n+jpj) the height of the treemust be limited by O(log n), i.e. a balaned tree must be used. Many datastrutures, suh as AVL trees [AVL62℄ and red-blak trees (see, e.g. [GS78℄,[CLR94℄ ), an be used as base data strutures for di�erential trees.After insertion the diffind values of the new inserted element and of itssuessor an be omputed in O(jpj). When a node y is deleted, the di�ereneindex of its suessor z hanges. The new di�erene index of the suessorof y is simply the minimum of di�erene indies of z and y. Please observethat osts of deletion and insertion of a string p depend only on the lengthof p and the number of strings, and do not depend on the lengths of otherstrings.Insertion and deletion operation in balaned trees are based on rotations.After a rotation operation values of diffind do not hange, beause theorder of elements does not hange and values of mdi nodes an be reomputedin a onstant time. It is well known, that balaned trees, suh as red-blakand AVL trees an be re-balaned with at most a logarithmi number ofrotations after insertion and deletion. From the above we formulate ourresult:Theorem 1 A di�erential tree struture for n strings requires spae O(n).A searh for a string p in a balaned di�erential tree representing n stringsof total length N takes time O(log n + jpj) with spae O(n). Insertion anddeletion operation an be also performed in time O(log n+ jpj).3 Implementation and Experimental ResultsWe have arried through several experiments with the di�erential trees Wehave used red-blak trees as a base data struture in these experiments. Inthe �rst set of experiments we measured the time neessary for insert andsearh operations on a set of strings. We have used two �les ditalls andditwords for this purpose. The �le ditwords is a UNIX �le/usr/dit/words. We ompared the performane of our data struture withthe standard C++ STL lass set. We have hosen this method for ompar-isons, beause its implementation is also based on red-blak trees. Firstly, allthe strings from a �le were inserted into the data struture, then we searhed7



File Di�erential Trees STL implementationInsertion Searh Insertion Searhin se. in se. in se. in se.ditalls, 1,76 0,82 2,15 2,08ditionaryditalls, 1,94 0,97 2,29 2,26randomditalls, 1,95 1,01 2,32 2,26sortedditalls, 1,96 1,00 2,30 2,24reverse,ditwords, 0,27 0,08 0,35 0,21ditionaryditwords, 0,34 0,14 0,27 0,25randomditwords, 0,36 0,15 0,29 0,25sortedditwords, 0,37 0,15 0,29 0,25reverseTable 1: Insertion and Searh Times for ditwords and ditallsfor eah string from the �le. The strings were inserted in the ditionary or-der, lexiographially sorted order, reverse sorted order and a random order.The ditionary order is di�erent from the sorted order beause, for instane,apital letters preede small letters. We performed the experiments on a SUNSPARC Workstation with 502 MHz Proessor and 512 MB of main memory.The results in Table 1 showed learly the advantages of our approah, de-spite of the highly tuned implementation of red-blak trees used in the STLlibrary. Our program shows faster insertion times in more than half of allexperiments. However the main advantage are superior searh times: a morethan two-fold speed-up was ahieved for all �les.For the seond set of experiments we have arti�ially generated a set ofstrings. The strings are just hexadeimal representations of integer values.After eah step integers were inremented by a step value of 256. Aver-age string length in our set was 18.9. Our algorithms again showed betterinsertion and searh times, as an be seen in Table 2The table 3 shows the number of nodes and the average number of om-parisons for the ditwords and ditalls �les. The average number ofharater omparisons equals to the average number of haraters in a word,8



Method Di�erential Trees STL implementationInsertion Searh Insertion Searhin se. in se. in se. in se.random1 1,57 0,81 1,94 1,82random2 1,70 0,93 2,02 1,90sorted 1,72 0,93 2,01 1,90reverse 1,71 0,93 2,01 1,92Table 2: Insertion and Searh Times for the generated set of stringsbeause eah string harater is ompared to the equal string element onlyone. The last olumn, index omparisons, shows the number of omparisonsbetween mdi and diffind �elds and integers.From the above experiments we an see that the presented data strutureis highly ompetitive, ompared to the best known searh algorithms. Di�er-ential trees an also be used to �nd a predeessor or a suessor of a string,or to report all strings from the spei�ed range, stored in the data struture.File Nodes Charater IndexComparisons Comparisonsditalls, 100188 22,53 14,72ditionaryditalls, 100188 22,53 14,67randomditalls, 100188 22,53 14,68sortedditalls, 100188 22,53 14,68reverse,ditwords, 25481 7,23 13,25ditionaryditwords, 25481 7,23 12,98randomditwords, 25481 7,23 12,97sortedditwords, 25481 7,23 12,97reverseTable 3: Number of nodes and omparisons for ditwords and ditalls9



4 Conlusions and Future WorkSeveral modi�ations of the presented data struture are possible. For in-stane, instead of storing the di�erene index and the minimum di�ereneindex of a node N , we ould store the mdi of the right hild of N andmin(mdi(lhild(N)); diffind(N)). This modi�ation would probably leadto the better searh times and slightly slower insertions.It would also be interesting to shed some light on a lower spae boundfor a data struture that allows searhes in time O(log n+ jpj). 2Referenes[AVL62℄ G. M. Adel'son-Velskij, Y.M. Landis \An Algorithm for the Or-ganization of Information", Soviet Mathematis Doklady, vol. 3, pp.1259-1263 (1962)[AHHP00℄ A. Andersson, T. Hagerup, J. H�astad, O. Petersson, \ TightBounds for Searhing a Sorted Array of Strings", SIAM J. on Comput-ing, 30(5), pp. 1552-1578 (2000)[BS79℄ J. L. Bentley, J. B. Saxe, \Algorithms on Vetor Sets" ,SIGACTNews, 11, pp. 36-39 (1979)[BS96℄ J. L. Bentley, R. Sedgewik, \Fast Algorithms for Sorting andSearhing Strings", Pro. SODA'96, pp. 360-369[B59℄ R. de la Briandais, \File Searhing Using Variable Length Keys", Pro.Western Joint Computer Conf. (1959)[CLR94℄ T.H. Cormen, C.E. Leiserson, R.L. Rivest, \Introdution to Algo-rtithms", MIT Press, 1994[FG99℄ P. Ferragina, R. Grossi," The String B-tree: A New Data Struturefor String Searh in External Memory and Its Appliations". J. of theACM, 46(2), pp. 236-280 (1999)[F60℄ E. Fredkin \ Trie Memory", Communiations of the ACM, pp. 490-499(1960)[GS78℄ L. J. Guibas, R. Sedgewik \A Dihromati Framework for BalanedTrees", Pro. FOCS'78, pp.8-21.10
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